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Applicability of the weighting function method to gravity problems is discussedas compared with the exact method. The merits of the weighting function method are its simplicity
and rapidity of computation,particularly in three-dimensionalproblems.For local geological
problems, the weighting function method can be used for the gravity calculation with sufficient accuracywhen the structureis appropriately approximatedby surfacedensity distributions. The gravity inversion by use of the weighting function method is outlined and illustrated for the water layer correction of gravity. The method is useful in relating the gravity
data, without introducingdetailed structures,to other geophysicaldata such as seismicand
heat flow data.

In geophysicalapplicationsof gravity data,
two methods are usually used. In the first,
gravitationalattraction directly calculatedfor
bodiesof variousshapesis comparedwith the

observedgravity. Talwani et al. [1959] and
Talwani and Ewing [1960] provided rapid
computationmethodsfor this purpose.In the

larly in three-dimensionalproblemswhere the
exact methodis very time-consuming.
In actual
applications, it is important to know how
closely the WF method can approximate the
exact solution. What follows is a comparison
of the WF

method with the exact method for

severalproblemsof geophysical
interest.
Gravity calculation. A typical geophysical
exampleis treated by Simmons[1964]. For the
interpretation of local gravity anomalies, he
considered several anortkosite massifs (his
Figure 7) 5 to 10 km in diameter, 7 km thick,
and seated at a depth of about 8 kin. As the
modelshave similar dimensionalratios, we will
consider spheres of radius R seated at the
velopedthe methodand devisedthe (sin x)/x
systemwhich providesa method of simple and depth of Z ----R, Z ----2R, and Z ----3R. The x
rapid gravity interpretation. These methods axis is taken horizontally, the point en the
can generallybe called the weighting function surface above the center of the sphere being
(WF) method. Uncertaintiesoriginatingfrom the origin (seeFigures 1 and 2). For simplicity,
the substitution of the mass distribution is inthe density p will be taken as numerically
herent in the WF method,and in this respect equal to 1/(2•rGR) in the sphere problems,
Talwani'smethodhas the advantage.In actual where G is the universal constant of gravity.
problems,however,the density and shape of Figure 1 showsa two-dimensionalsphere (cylthe mass distribution are not exactly known, inder). In the (sin x)/x method,the massdistrion a plane at an apand the accuracy and spacingof the gravity bution is first condensed
measurementare usually limited. Uncertainties propriate level in sucha way that the variation
originating from these may be much larger in surface density replaces the variation in
than those inherent in the WF method.
thickness.The surfacedensity m condensed
at
The merit of the WF method lies in its simthe depthZ is now givenby
plicity and rapidity in computation, particu-

second method, the actual mass distribution
is approximatedby an equivalentsurfacedensity distribution and the potential theory is
applied. Tsuboi and Fuchida [1937] and Bullard and Cooper [1948] applied this method
for the calculationof underlyingmass distribution. Tomoda and Aki [1955] further de-
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This surface density distribution is approximated by the function
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butiongivenby the solidcurves.Exceptwhen
Z = R, the agreement
is generallygood.When

08

Z = R, the effect of the near-surfacemass is
so large that the condenseddistribution can-

not givea goodapproximation.
However,the
discrepancy
can be reducedby slicingthe

04

sphereand condensing
the massat severaldif-

ferentlevels.The brokencurvein Figure1
is obtainedwhen four layers of condensation
at levelsR/4, 3R/4, 5R/4, and7R/4 are taken
andthe contribution
fromeachlayerissummed.
The agreementwith the exactsolutionbecomes

x/R

Fig. 1. Gravity for a two-dimensionalsphere satisfactory.
(cylinder).
+•o

M(x)= ,._•,
• m(ia).sin•r(xia)/a
•(xia)/,•

Three-dimensional
problemscan be treated
in a similarmannerby usingtwo-dimensional
weighting
coefficients
•b,,•..•,, •, basedon the
(sinx)/x method,cannotbe givenby a closed

form as in (2), but resultshave been calcuwherea is an equidistantgrid spacingand i latedby numerical
integrations
[Tsuboiet al.,
is an integer. M(x) takes the same value as 1958;Shimazu,
1962;Saitoet al., 1964].Anre(x) at everygrid point and is a superposi- alyticalexpression
of •,, • canbe obtained
by
tion of the functions
of the form (sin •rx/a)/ an alternative
methodwhichis a slightmodifi(xx/a). Fromthe spectralpointof view,M(x) cationof the three-dimensional
sinx/x method
is derivedfrom re(x) when the components [Kanamori,1963a]ß
having wavelengthsshorter than 2a are re-

•bo,o
= 2[ed(d- 1)d- 1]/d"

moved.

Gravity causedby the surfacedensitydis•bo,,= •b,,o= d[(--1)'ed(d"
d- i•" -- 2d)
tributioncanbe givenby a weighted
superpositionof gravitiesresultingfrom the density
+ •]/(•" + i•")"
distribution
(sin•rx/'a)/(xx/a).The gravityat
i = -4-1, -4-2, ... , +L
(3)
the surface:P (ia) at ith grid pointsx -- ia is
therefore
•,• = •bi,• = 2d•'
L

ß[1 -- (--1)'+iea]/{[d
•'d- (i di--

1,2, ... ,N

(1)

ß[a' + (ii = +1, +2, --. , +L

• = •_• = d((-1),d - •)/(d• +
j=

0,1,2,

... ,L

j = q-l, q-2, ...

(2)

, q-L

Thesecoefficients
areusedin the presentcomputations.
In caseof a sphere,the surfacemass
whereL is a numberlarge enoughto make distribution
takenproportionally
to the thick•

negligibly sma• and N is the number of

ness is

grid points where the gravity is to be calcu-

lated. 2xG .• (j = 0, •1, . . . , •L)

are

[i••-

(x"+

gravity valuesat the grid po•ts for the density distribution(sin xx/a)/(xx/a). The deri- m(x,y) =
(x"nu y,.)•,2_• R
vation of (2) N given by Tomoda and Jk•
(z'• + y•)•/"> R
[1955]. The resultsobta•ed with a/R = 0.2
and L = 20 are givenby the dotted curvesin Gravity I'(ia, ja) at (i, j) grid pointscannow
Fibre I and comparedwith the exact distil- be givensimplyby
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The resultsgiven in Figure 2 are obtainedwith
p: t/(2v7'GR)
L = 20, a/R -- 0.2, and d -- --•rZ/a. Except
0.õ
when Z -- R, the agreementis generallygood.
The calculationfor four layers is made as be•
EXACT
fore for Z -- R, and the result is shownby a ß•- 0.4
broken curve. The discrepancyhas been satis•
(sin
x/x)'
factorily reduced.
x
(sinx/x)"
It should be noted here that, although twoF--•
o.3
(4 LAYERS)'dimensionalfry
is often assumed
in actual problems for the purpose of simplifying the calculation, the differenceof the gravity for a
0.2
Z=2R
two-dimensionalbody and the corresponding
three-dimensional
body is large, as illustratedin
the sphereproblems.The ratiosof the maximum
o.4
Z=SR
gravity of the two-dimensionalsphere to that
of the three-dimensionalsphere are about 1.5,
3, and4forZ-R, Z -- 2R, and Z -- 3R, reo
o
spectively.The uncertaintiesarising from the
x/R
assumptionof two-dimensionalityare likely to
be larger than those causedby the condensation of the mass, even though the actual mass Fig. 2. Gravity for a three-dimensional sphere.
distribution may have better two-dimensionality than spheres.Since the three-dimensional
WF calculationis fairly simple and fast, it is
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Fig. 3. Example of upward and downwardcontinuations.Dotted curve in the upper half
is calculated from the solid curve in the lower half, and dotted curve in the lower half is
from the solid curve in the upper half using the (sin x)/x method. The gravity corresponding
to a slab4 km thick and of densityz¾hasbeen subtracted.
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advisableto replacethe actual mass distribu- densationlevel at the depth of D, g(ia) can be
tion by an appropriateset of plane densitydis- projected upon this level using (2) with d -tributions and to apply the three-dimensional •rD/a (_> 0) to give gravity I' (ia) at this
level as

WF method.

As an example of more regional problems,
the (sinx)/x methodis appliedto the correction
for a water layer. Figure 3 showsan example
taken from Talwani el al. [1959]. In the upper
half of the figure the gravity of the rock layer
(p = 2.84 g/era8) replacingthe water layer
(p, -- 1.03 g/era8) is given.The effectivedensity is taken as Ap = p -- p,. The constant
gravity corresponding
to a slab 4 km thick and
of densityAp has beechsubtracted.In the calculationby the (sin x)/x method,the condensation level is placed at 4 km depth. The topography is read at every 10 km (a -- 10) and L
is 40. The solution given by the dotted curve
can be regarded as essentiallythe same as the
exact solution given by Talwani et al. [1959],
allowing for the uncertainty originating from
the assumption of two-dimensionality. When
the actual topographyis given by a contoured
map, it can readily be used for the three-dimensionalcalculationby using (3). This kind of
calculation,with negative d, is useful for the
discussionof local geologicalstructuresand the
terrain correctionfor gravity. Even in case of
complicated multilayered structures having
horizontal inhomogeneities
causedby dikes and
faults, the method is applicableas long as we
introduce

a sufficient number

of condensation

planesto representthe structure.

+L

r(ia) = •

q•ig[(i+

i---Z,

Undulation of topography can now be deter-

minedby dividingI' (ia) by 2 •r G A p. The result obtainedwith a -- 10 kin, D -- 4 kin, and
L -- 40 is given by a dotted curve in the lower
half of the figure. The agreement with the
actualtopographyis good.
A downward continuation

of this sort is use-

ful in relatingthe gravity data to seismicdata
without introducing a detailed structure. A
good example is given by Press and Biehler
[1964], who discussedthe two-dimensionalcontinuation with D/a -- I in relation to seismic
velocities.Three-dimensionalinversionwith D/a
-- 0.3 was made in the discussion of the crustal

structure of Japan [Kanamori, 1963b]. The

inversionmay also be usefulin the interpretation of heat-flowdata in terms of heat production, as recently discussed
by Simmons[1966].
The

inversion

solution

often

becomes un-

stable,however,whenD/a is large.The practical limit of D/a appearsto be about 1. For this
reason,for the local problemsas discussed
earlier, the inversion method is not suitable. A
practical procedure would be to assume the
massdistribution,calculatethe resultinggrav-

ity using(2) or (3) with negatived, and compareit with the observedgravity.
Three-dimensional
continuationusing •{.•
Another advantage of using the coefficients
given
by
(3)
has
been
discussed
by Hagiwara
given by (2) or (3) is that they can be used
[1965]
and
Rikitake
et
al.
[1965].
for the downward continuation of gravity
Computation by this method is fast. The
merely by changingthe sign of d. The downtotal
computationtime is roughlyNL (3r, +
ward continuation is illustrated as the inver*m)
for
the two-dimensional
casewith N grid
sion problem of the gravity distributiongiven
points
and
(NL)'
(5
•
+
rm)
for the three-diin Figure 3. In the inversionproblemsthe denmensional
case
with
N
X
N
grid
points,where
sity distributionon the condensation
plane is
,•
and
r•
are
the
times
necessary
for singleadderived directly from the given gravity disdition
and
multiplication,
respectively.
By the
tribution by using (2) or (3) with positived.
IBM
7094
system,
the
time
for
a
complete
The variationsin densityare then interpreted
INVERSION

in terms of the variations in the vertical di-

problem with N -- 31 and L -- 20 is about 0.1

second and 1 minute for two- and three-dimensional eases.

mensionof the massdistribution.The gravity
distributionat the surfaceas givenby the solid
curve in Figure 3 is now read at equidistant ,4cknowledgments. I am indebted to Dr. C. H.
grid pointsof appropriatespacing,a, to give a Dix for various discussionsand for critically reset of gravity data g(ia). Assumingthe con- viewing the manuscript.
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